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SENTENCES:

EB202

Questions

1. Stelle die passende Frage zur Antwort!
a) _________________________________________________________? - Yes, Sandy is ill.
b) _____________________________________________________? - No, I don’t want more coffee.
c) __________________________________________________? - Yes, my new teacher is very nice.
d) __________________________________________________? - No, I do not like the new teacher.
e) _____________________________________________________? - Yes, Sandy’s room is very big.
f) _______________________________________________? - No, I don’t have a TV set in my room.

2. Stelle eine passende Frage zur Antwort!
a) _________________________________________________________? - Yes, Sam speaks English.
b) _____________________________________________________? - No, he doesn’t live in England.
c) _________________________________________________________? - Yes, he lives in Germany.
d) ________________________________________________________? - Yes, he works in an office.
e) _____________________________________________________? - No, his parents live in Austria.
f) __________________________________________________? -No, they don’t see him very often.
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SOLUTION
1.
a) Is Sandy ill? - Yes, Sandy is ill.
b) Do you want some more coffee? - No, I don’t want more coffee.
c) Is your new teacher nice? - Yes, my new teacher is very nice.
d) Do you like your new teacher? - No, I do not like the new teacher.
e) Is Sandy’s room big? - Yes, Sandy’s room is very big.
f) Do you have a TV set in your room? - No, I don’t have a TV set in my room.

2.
a) Does Sam speak English? - Yes, Sam speaks English.
b) Does he live in England? - No, he doesn’t live in England.
c) Does he live in Germany? - Yes, he lives in Germany.
d) Does he work in an office? - Yes, he works in an office.
e) Do his parents live in Germany? - No, his parents live in Austria.
f) Do they seen him very often? -No, they don’t see him very often.
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